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	Title: How childproof are medication bottles? 
	School: St. Peter's Catholic School in Monument, CO 
	Sponsor: Victoria Goetz
	Abstract: Did you know that 31 children under the age of five die every year in the US from accidental poisoning? How can we stop this? Most of these poisoning are from medication which has been left out within reach of children. But if the medication is in child proof medication bottles how can kids get into them? We need to know how child proof medication bottles are. My experiment solved the problem of not knowing if your child will be able to get into medication bottles. I conducted my experiment by handing kids (3 of every age. Ages 1-6) 5 types of medication bottles and timing them to see how long it takes them to open them. I found that 22% of kids can open type push turn bottles while only about 5% can open the squeeze turn and the tab turn bottles. By uncovering this information I have accomplished my objective. People need to know that there is no such thing as child proof but only child resistant and which bottles are more resistant. While the child safety features may delay the kids opening the bottles they can’t stop them without also hindering adults. If adult dexterity isn't a factor parents should always use the most child safe containers possible, align arrows bottles. Remember, always keep medication out of reach of small children regardless of the container. 
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